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Briefs
Weather

Representatives pass NAFTA
PPholo/Kli,cAnicndol

Let the sun shine:
Mostly sunny today with a
high in the upper 40s. Winds
light and variable becoming
southeast S to 10 mph.
Mostly clear early tonight
and then increasing clouds
with a low in the upper 30s.

He's not Barney, but the
kids will still love him:
To kick off National Children's Book Week, Dudley
the Dinosaur will be visiting
the University Bookstore
Saturday to encourage children to read.
J Page four.

On campus

Professor gives view of
position:
Distinguished Professor
of Psychology Michael
Doherty will address a campus convocation today.
Doherty will speak at 3:30
p.m. in the Lenhart Grand
Ballroom of the University
Union. H is topic will be "A
Personal View of What It
Means to be a University
Faculty Member."
"The Adding Machine"
occurring this weekend:
Elmer Rice's PulitzerPrize winning play "The
Adding Machine," will be
tonight through the Saturday at 8 p.m. and 2 p.m. on
Saturday in 411 South Hall.
Tickets are $2 for general
admission are available only
at the door. Seating is limited to fewer than 60 seats.
Plane avoids crash:
CHICAGO - A Continental Airlines jetliner was
about four feet from touching down at O'Hare International Airport when another
pilot alerted the tower that
the plane's landing gear
wasn't down.
The tower immediately
ordered the Boeing 727 to
abort the landing Monday
afternoon. As it did, part of
its fuselage apparently
scraped against the runway,
Continental and federal investiators said.
Continental Flight 5148
from Houston landed safely
on its next approach, with 81
passengers and seven crew
members aboard.
"It could have been a very
bad situation if the plane
had settled down on the
runway," Michael Benson, a
spokesman for the National
Transportation Safety
Board, which was investigating.
Continental spokesman
Ned Walker said Flight S148
had a seasoned crew.
Complledfrom staff and
wire reports.

press

WASHINGTON - In a hard-earned triumph for President
Clinton, the House approved the North American Free Trade
Agreement late Wednesday to fuse the United States, Mexico
and Canada into a tariff-free zone. Republicans provided a
majority of the votes.
The 234-200 vote sent the measure to the Senate, where
leaders predicted approval within a few days.
The House voted after a daylong debate that reflected highminded disagreements over America's role in the world economy and bare-knuckled politics. Dozens of labor-backed Democrats abandoned their president to oppose the accord. More than
100 free-trade Republicans signed on, though, to assure passage.

Inside The News

Weaver will host lecture:
Richard Weaver, IPC
professor, will present his
"Last Lecture," Thursday,
Nov. 18,1993 at 9 p.m. in
1007 BA building.
Weaver's lecture will be
"Self-discipline: A Key to
Quality, Productivity and
Happiness."
Sponsored by Alpha Lambda Delta, the lecture permits Weaver to speak to students and faculty as if it
were his last opportunity to
do so.
The lecture is free and
open to all. Refreshments
will be served after the
event.

The AssocjatecJ

BOSTON - Phillip Bator of Boston's Dorchester section, dressed as Paul Revere, leads a group of citizens from "United We Stand America" in reading a proclamation against the North American Free
Trade Agreement In fron of the Old North Church in Boston Tuesday evening.

A cheer went up in the chamber when the vote count passed
the 218 needed to approve the pact.
Clinton said NAFTA will "expand our exports create new jobs
and help us assert America's leadership in the global economy.
... We chose to compete, not retreat, to lead a new world economy, to lead as America has done so often in our past," said the
president, who leaves Thursday for a trade meeting in Seattle
with leaders of IS Asian nations.
The House was packed with lawmakers; the spectators' gallery that rings the chamber was filled to capacity.
"A vote for NAFTA is in the great tradition of our party," GOP
Leader Bob Michel of Illinois said. "So let it be said on this cruSee NAFTA, page five.

Ohio lawmakers declare choice
by Katherine Rizzo
The Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON - Ohio lawmakers
were out front and on the sidelines
Wednesday during the House debate on
the North American Free Trade
Agreement.
Rep. Marcy Kaptur, Democrat,
helped run the floor debate for the antiNAFTA forces.
Rep. John Boehner, Republican, was
part of the pro-NAFTA "truth squad"
standing by with instant rebuttal to any

opponents who exaggerated or used
disputable figures.
There was no suspense in the Ohio
delegation. All had declared their intentions beforehand and approached the
vote divided 10-9 against the treaty.
Rep. Louis Stokes, D-Ohio, said the
pact as written "would only serve to
subject an increasing number of American workers to continuous pressure to
lower their wages, benefits and living
standards in order to compete with lowwage Mexican labor using high-tech
machinery and equipment."

"This is simply an intolerable situation," said Stokes, Ohio's longestserving representative.
Freshman Rep. Eric Fingerhut, D-Ohio, said he weighed the issue for nine
months and reached the same conclusion.
"It is fundamental that a government
protect its citizens first," he said. "Why
then do we accept long-term losses
without the fight?"
Rep. James Traficant, D-Ohio,
agreed. "This is a sad day for the American worker," he said.

Fellow Democrat Tom Sawyer, who
bucked the strenuous arguments of
labor unions in his blue-collar home
town of Akron to support NAFTA, said
the treaty will not cause the U.S. economy to collapse but will help America
deal with an evolving world economy.
"Change is upon us whether we want
it or not," Sawyer said. "We cannot
change the tides, as dangerous as they
may be, but we can learn to navigate at
the crosscurrents of some of the
greatest challenges we have faced in a
century."

Students urged toRu|jng helps Demjanjuk
JOIIl I
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by Melissa Llpowski
health reporter
Bad habits are the most difficult to break, but it is never too late to
try.
Today, University students will have the opportunity to participate
in the Great American Smokeout, a nationwide effort targeting
smokers who are willing to kick the habit.
While statistics from 1990 show the number of college graduates
who smoke have declined from 28 to 14 percent, there are still some
students who are still dependent on cigarettes, said Jeanne Wright,
director of the Wellness Center.
"It has been proven that more people find it easier to be a nonsmoker in the workplace and in school," Wright said. "For students,
the habit can get to be much too expensive on their low income."
Throughout the day in the Union foyer, students will have the opportunity to participate in the smokeout.
When students stop in at the Union foyer and turn in their last pack
of cigarettes, they will be able to receive a free survival kit, which
includes apples, straws, gum, smoke-free survival tips and information, and matchless matches that offer advice on how to get rich
quick by loving life, Wright said.
Along with the survival kits, students will be able to participate in
the "Adopt-a-Smoker" program, she said.
The program requires non-smokers to fill out a contract enabling
them to help a smoker quit for at least the day, she said.
A three-dimensional lung display in the Union foyer will demonstrate what a normal lung looks like compared to one infected with
emphysema and lung cancer, she said.
The "Walking Cigarette Butt" will also make his appearance on
campus. He will be walking around the campus giving students buttons that say things like "Kiss me, I don't smoke," and survival kits,
she said.
Students who participate in the event have varied reasons for wanting to quit smoking, Wright said.
Some have breathing troubles, some have dating troubles in which
their partners accuse them of smelling of smoke, while others would
like to quit simply for the independence and the opportunity to save
money, she said.
The majority of students who participate in the event at least try to
quit for that particular day. But many are worried about the withdrawal symptoms after they quit, she said.
Those who choose to quit smoking for more than just the day can
participate in the "First Start" smoking cessation program offered
through the Wellness center in cooperation with the American Cancer Society.
The program is a four session support group which teaches students about the hazards of smoking, said Lisa Hanna, the coordinator
of the "First Start" program.
"The group is a way for individuals to set goals for themselves and
a way for students to gain the support of others," Hanna said.
Students who are Interested in the program can either sign up today at the Union foyer or call the Wellness Center, she said.

Court overturns past decision authorizing extradition
by John Nolan
The Associated Press
CINCINNATI - John Demjanjuk's fight to remain in the United States got a boost Wednesday
when a federal appeals panel threw out its order
that allowed his extradition to Israel to face Nazi
war crimes charges.
The government said it remained convinced that
the 73-year-old retired autoworker was a war criminal and promised to pursue his deportation.
The three-judge panel of the 6th U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals ruled that Justice Department
lawyers withheld information he could have used
to fight extradition.
The ruling overturned the appeals court's 1985
decision authorizing Demjanjuk's extradition. The
ruling did not suggest whether sanctions against
the lawyers should be pursued.
Judges Pierce Lively, Gilbert Merritt and Damon Keith concluded that prosecutorial misconduct within the Nazi-hunting Office of Special In-

vestigations "constituted fraud on the court."
Justice Department spokesman John Russell
said the department was reviewing its options but
intended "to effect Demjanjuk's prompt removal
from the United States as soon as his legal status is
resolved."
The department could ask the 6th Circuit to reconsider the ruling or appeal to the U.S. Supreme
Court.
In August, the 6th Circuit forbid the government
from interfering with Demjanjuk's return to the
United States. That order remains in effect and
protects Demjanjuk until it is changed by the 6th
Circuit or the Supreme Court, said Debra Nagle, a
court spokeswoman.
"Justice has been done and God bless America,"
Ed Nishnic, Demjanjuk's son-in-law and family
spokesman, said after the ruling.
Demjanjuk spent seven years in an Israeli prison
while he challenged charges 'hat he was "Ivan the
Terrible," a sadistic guard who tortured and killed
Jews at the Treblinka camp in Poland. He was sentenced to death in 1988.

County plans to build trail
Old railways to be converted for hiking, biking
by Tina Ens
contributing reporter
The final draft plans for the
Slippery Elm Trail, Wood County's proposed bike-or-hike trail,
will soon be sent to the Ohio Department of Transportation for
approval, according to a county
official.
• The project will be bid out and
construction is expected to begin
in late summer, according to Neil
Munger, special projects coordinator of the Wood County Park
District. The project is predicted
to take a year to complete.
"The trail will be a great recreational opportunity for Wood
County residents," Munger said,
adding that it will attract tourists
and could possibly raise property
values.

Slippery Elm is part of a statewide "rails-to-trails" program
that converts old railways into
hiking and biking trails. The
Wood County trail is the first of
its kind in Northwest Ohio.
The 13-mile trail will run south
to connect Bowling Green with
North Baltimore.
"The trail runs along some
beautiful land, including one of
the last sections of the Black
Swamp located near Rudolph."
Munger said.
The current landscaping of the
trail is overgrown open land with
some boundary trees beginning
to come up, Munger said.
Funds for the project are coming from a variety of sources.
Wood County Division of Parks
and Recreation has provided the
money for purchase of the land.
The Ohio Department of Trans-

portation is providing a grant to
cover the costs of construction,
pending plans approval.
The design funds are being
raised by Friends of The Wood
County Parks, which is having
what Munger referred to as
"Wood County's biggest yard
sale"- meaning yard literally.
The group is selling yards of the
trail for $5 each. Contributors
receive a certificate stating that
they have contributed to the
Slippery Elm Trail.
The group's goal is $90,000.
Munger said about $70,000 has
already been collected.
However, not all area residents
are eager to see the trail constructed.
"A few farmers have voiced
concern at our booth at the Wood
See Trail, page four.
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Popular celebrities
remain role models
First River Phoenix. Then Michael Jackson. In
the past two weeks two celebrities have faced
tragedies as a result of drugs.
Phoenix, an aspiring young film star, died as a result of a massive overdose of a multitude of drugs,
including cocaine, heroine, morphine, Valium and
marijuana.
Just last week, Jackson, canceled the rest of his
tour and entered a drug rehabilitation center because of his addiction to pain killers.
Some people may say drugs go hand in hand with
Hollywood and that it is part of the business. But it is
not just in Tinsel Town that people are becoming attracted - and addicted -- to drugs.
Through the years, various athletes have been arrested on drug charges or have died from the use of
them. Back in 1987, Len Bias, the number one draft
choice for the Boston Celtics, died of a cocaine overdose.
Recently there seems to be an increase in the
number of children doing and dealing drugs. Just
last week four first graders were arrested on possession of marijuana and in another case an elementary
student was charged with possession of cocaine at
school.
What is happening in our society that is making
drugs so appealing? One of the primary reasons children think it is acceptable is probably because of the
influence they get from song lyrics, movies, televison shows and their idols.
Parents, schools and the local communities need to
take a more active stand to show children the dangers of drugs. They then need to encourage more
positive, healthy and legal past-times.
At the same time, however, while people in the entertainment and sporting worlds are allowed to have
their own private lives, they must understand that
they are role-models and heroes to many young people.
There are public service messages from actors,
singers and athletes telling young people not to do
drugs. Now if only these people would start following
the advice they give.
It is really sad that Phoenix and other fallen celebrities could not be content with the success they achieved and the appreciation they received from
fans that they had to resort to drugs.
It is even more upsetting that young people, who
could be great contributors to society, die because
they feel the urge to take drugs.
While we understand that there is stress in the entertainment business, there are also problems in any
job and aspect of life. We at The News believe there
are more healthy ways of dealing with depression,
stress and unhappiness than taking drugs.
The BG News Staff
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Respond
Signed letters or columns express the
beliefs of the individual and in no way
represent the opinions of The BG News.
All readers are encouraged to express, their
opinions through letters to the editor and
guest columns. Letters should be 200-300
words, typed, and contain the writer's
telephone number, address, class rank,
and major.
Send all submissions to: The BG News, 210
West Hall.

D'St"Dutea Ov TriDune Mean Service

Cornucopia of various ideas
Miscellaneous thoughts that won't leave me
alone:
President Olscamp and Salman Rushdie
are the same person. Sure, it's a bizarre
theory, but it would readily explain why I've
never laid eyes on the University's distinguished leader.
Come to think of it, how many of us can
claim to ever have been graced by Dr. Olscamp's presence? How many have actually
seen a living, breathing human being to go
with the disembodied quotes we read in
NEWS articles whenever tuition goes up?
I once bet a fellow Univesity student $100
that I could barge past the president's secretary, burst through his office door, and find
nothing but an inflatable doll smoking a fat
cigar sitting behind the desk.
Sir, I realize you're probably busy with innumerable meetings, committees, power
lunches, boat launches, and holiday egg tosses. However, it would be appropriate for
you to step onto the front porch now and
again to say howdy to the young-uns. After
all, without our tuition your establishment
would run as efficiently as a rear-ended
Ford Pinto.
I'm not suggesting anything drastic, Mr.
President. Maybe a bi-monthly question and
answer hour scheduled during the afternoon
in one of the University Union ballrooms. A
little presidential Q & A would give students
the opportunity to voice concerns, vent frustrations, and satisfy curiosities.
It also would go a long way toward reassuring them that a heart actually beats behind your nameplate. Heck, it might even
convince more cynical types that the Man
hasn't lost complete touch with the masses.
Remember them? They're the 12 plus credit
hour grunts who hump to class each day and
regularly fill the University coffers.
And what do you gain from it? The chance
to jump into the student trenches and speak
one-on-one with those for whom you suffer
your headaches.
If nothing else. Dr. Olscamp, the headlines
would make for great PR; "PRESIDENT
LEAVES IVORY TOWER TO PROVE EXISTENCE. CROWDS REEL FROM SHOCK."

***

Notice to offending campus cyclists (you
know who you are): The bicycle Gran Prix is
ridden in Paris, not Bowling Green. Probably, you feel lean, mean, and wicked whipping your bikes at breakneck speeds through
the endless maze of students filling the University sidewalks. Apparently, you're get-

***

David Coehrs
ting quite literally a rush from weaving precariously in and out of pedestrian traffic.
We who have the right of way are not
amused. In fact, we're becoming downright
ticked off at your self-centered risky business. You may find it fun to spin past people
with only millimeters to spare between them
and your wheels. Your actions are stupid and
dangerous, and liable to hurt somebody.
You've all made your points. We walkers
now know how incredibly cool you look when
you ride your bikes real fast. It's time to
grow up, stop showing off to those of us who
aren't impressed, and pedal those annoying
things cautiously. You know, like you would
if you were mature adults.

***

While we're on the subject of transportation, when, if ever, will the University finally move to ease the perennial parking
crunch?
This aggravating boil on the campus's butt
has been kicked around for years. Yet, none
of this institution's highfalutin decisionmakers seem to peg it as a real problem worthy of lancing.
As a commuter, I can attest to the utter
frustration involved with playing ringaround-the-parking-lot morning after morning. I'm not asking for a ringside seat. Just
once, however, I'd like to avoid a hike to
campus from a parking space in Outer
Mongolia.
One can only imagine the colorful expletives vented by fuming University visitors
who must contend with this problem. It's unfortunate that more than a few trips onto
campus by outsiders have no doubt been
tainted by the parking challenge.

Okay, I'll leave the University big boys
alone for now and talk about something frivolous but nonetheless annoying.
The place: A movie theater. The problem:
Inconsiderate jerks who, for some reason
that defies human intelligence and logic,
can't get it through their Cro-Magnon skulls
that a darkened movie theater and a film
whirring through the projector means SHUT
THE HELL UP!
You're not sitting at home eating pizza,
swigging beer, and watching a video. You're
not in your room with friends, laughing and
making what you think are hilarious comments about what you're viewing.
You're in a theater with other customers
who did not pay admission to listen to you
jabber and generally act like a horse's ass.
To do anything more than sit quietly, enjoy
the movie, and suppress your comments until it's over is rude and worthy of your ejection from the building.
To be fair, most offenders probably don't
realize how loud and disruptive they are. But
why are they talking out loud in a theater?
Everyone is taught at a young age that
speaking aloud during a movie is a no-no.
There is nothing you can say during a movie
that can't wait until it's finished.
A survey conducted last year by the AMC
national theater chain found talking to be the
number one complaint among movie
patrons. In this age of home videos many
people attending movie houses forget where
they are.
Well, let me remind you. You're in a public
place where people have gathered with one
purpose in mind. And it's not to listen to you
run off at the mouth
If you're a guilty party then get a clue. If
you're sitting on a popcom-strewn seat, and
your feet are sticking to the floor, and you
bought Jujubes that cost more than your Biology textbook, that means you're in a movie
theater. Even if you're tempted to do otherwise, shut up, shut up, shut up.

***

There's one more thing.
I got a chain letter in my on-campus mailbox. It said that a man passed it on and immediately came into a huge fortune. Then it
said some unfortunate soul broke the chain
and experienced devastation and ruin.
To the superstitious pinhead who felt obligated to burden me with your paranoia:
I threw the letter away, and I'm doing
poorly in math. I'm all aquiver.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The BG News:
The battle over Waste Technologies Industry, the hazardous
waste incinerator in East Liverpool, Ohio, continues.
On Saturday, Nov 6, in Washington D.C. a group of concerned
citizens gathered in a park across
the street from the White House.
About 300 people, including 10
University Students, and two recent graduates came to tell the
President and vice president that
they would not accept being
poisoned by hazardous waste
Another rally is planned in
Washington D.C. on December 7.
After a twelve year battle, the incinerator has been approved to
burn. The WTT incinerator is located 300 feet from residental
homes and 1100 feet from a
school, which Is currently in violation of a federal law requiring

it to be 2000 feet away (The
school was given safety kits in
case of an emergency. They included duct tape to tape the
windows shut in the hope that
none of the contaminants leak
in.)
It will burn 176,000 tons of
liquid hazardous waste and
release 4.7 tons of lead, 1.2 tons
of mercury and thousands of
pounds of carinogenic substances, such as dioxin, the most
toxic chemical known.
These emissions will remain in
the area for an unknown amount
of time because the plant is located in the Ohio River's flood
plain which experiences air inversions 70 percent of the year
that inhibit the dispersal of the
pollutants. „
The original permit given to
WTI by the Environmental

Protection Agency is illegal; it long to multinational companies
does not have the landowner who think they are above the law
listed on the license as is re- or does it belong to you?
quired by federal law.
Bonnie Armstrong
In 1979 the Columbians County
Amy Kover
Port Authority received $4 million of public funds to enhance
east Liverpool and improve its
economy; the result was a hazIn Tuesday's article
ardous waste incinerator.
about the unionization attempt at the Wood County
This is our United States
Nursing Home, a typogragovernment which is going
phical error portrayed
against its own laws. Arent we
Wood County Commisthe government? We elected
sioner Alvin Perkins as opthem, not corporate America.
posed to the employee
When a government decides to
unionization effort.
disobey its own laws there is no
However, Perkins said he Is
justice for anyone.
neither for or against the
effort. Tht News regrets
This is not strictly an environany confusion this error
mental Issue. It is an issue of
may have caused.
whose country this is. Does it be-
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Panel discussion covers
today's changing family

Pumped Up
The BG Nrwu/Niihan Wallace

by Ginger Phillips
human diversity reporter

Alisha Plunkell, left, gets her blood pressure taken by Alice Jorgensen at the HIoodmobile Tuesday
morniog. Jorgensen has been a volunteer for the Red Cross for fifty years. The Bloodmoblle runs
from 10:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. until Friday.

family as an individual is going to depend on your
own experience and the society you come from."
Customs, laws and biology of people are all factors that may influence their beliefs of what constitutes a family, Chibucos said.
"The point is that it's much too simplistic to identify family effectiveness with race, biology or
any other individual factor," he said. "Families
transcend racial barriers."
Weis spoke on gender as a culture and how society, including the family, view each gender.
"One way of thinking about men and women and
gender issues is to look at it with a cultural perspective," Weis said. "Men and women come from
socially organized groups that have different languages, different vocabulary, different rules and
different norms. Frequently we are unaware as a
society as to how these cultures operate and what
the rules are."
Children are taught how their gender culture
functions by their peer groups, he said.
"You can see the different male and female
groups in operation," Weis said. "Little boys play
in groups. They're always willing to take in a new
member because they're always looking for a new
nerd."
In contrast, girls tend to play more in dyads than
in groups, he said.

The word "family" was once traditionally
thought of as a mother, father and their children
living happily together. Today, with divorce, remarriage and adoption, families come in all shapes
and sizes.
University professors participated in a panel
discussion addressing "Society's Changing Phases
in Family Studies," in Jerome Library Wednesday
morning.
The panel was a part of the "Issues in Cultural
Diversity 1993-94: Different Voices in Academe"
program presented by University Libraries and
Learning Resources Multicultural Affairs Committee.
Janet Nealer, Thomas Chibucos, David Weis and
Charles Campbell; all faculty members of the applied human ecology department served on the
panel. Nealer was the moderator at the program.
"Multicultural and gender issues are something
that are pervasive in all our work; especially in today's political and social climate we have to look at
all those issues," Nealer said.
Chibucos spoke on family policy in culture and
ethnicity and the complexity of the issues.
"There is no such thing as the American family,'" he said. "People have been arguing about
Campbell discussed how family therapists deal
what families are forever. Your definition of a with multicultural families.

Coalition addresses issues
Organization discusses parking problems, ban on smoking
by Larlssa Hrltsko
student government reporter
On-campus parking hassles for University
students and the board of trustee's decision
to ban smoking in residence halls are some
of the issues the Students for Students Coalition addressed at its last meeting.
The coalition, an organization developed
last year by an Undergraduate Student
Government cabinet member, is a chance
for organizations such as the Resident Student Association, University Activities Organization, College 4-H, Panhellenic Council,
Interfraternity Council and the Environment
Action Group to discuss campus issues, said
Jason Jackson, USG president. "The organization's purpose is to provide USG with a
direct input for organizations' stances and

i

perspectives on issues they find relevant
and important," he said.
The coalition can also be helpful in swaying the University's policies, said Erin
DeWerff, USG director of Students for Students Coalition.
"It is much easier if several groups come
together and form co-sponsorships which
could lead to greater impact when solving
these issues," DeWerff said.
Another reason why the coalition can work
to solve parking problems for students is because there are several students presenting
their viewpoints on the issue, she said.
"It's the chance for organizations to come
together and brainstorm about different
ideas because Jason and I can't find every
answer; we need input from other people,"DeWerffsaid.
Some of the main concerns presented at
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the meeting were the smoking ban and campus parking problems, DeWerff said.
"At our last meeting the organizations basically decided that the new University
smoking policy could not be changed because we discovered that the University
does have the right to enforce a smoking policy," DeWerff said.
Another reason the coalition decided the
University would not change its position was
there would not be enough ventilation in a
whole building to accomodate a building full
of smokers.
The parking problem was not fully discussed and will be brought up again at the
next meeting on Dec. 2, according to
DeWerff.
Other topics to be addressed are campus
lighting and safety and the student allocation of the general fee.

Is Racism A Problem?
Am I a Racist?
Coalition for Transcultural Enhancement wants you
to answer these question. Come and make your
statements about reverse discrimination, white
supremacy and other topics dealing with racism
November 22, 1993 8:30 Prout Hall.

Talk About it.
Nov. 22,1993
8:30 P.M. Prout Hall.
Thursday, November 18, 7:00p.m. 095 Overman Hall

Great Lakes Film and Discussion Series
With

The flrk Bond

"The Great Lakes: Bitter Legacy"
A National Audubon Society Film

Days Left
For
Senior
Portraits

Thursday Only!
101 S. IIXI'N

:..->:. ■ o»«»

Our professional photographer is
here through Friday, but that's it.

eRACEing

Keep your pre-scheduled appointment, or walkin between 10 a.m. and 6 p.m.; closed noon-1 for
lunch.

PREJUDICE
Thursday, November 18
8 p.m.
112 BA
Sponsored hy
Undergraduate Student Government

Commentary by: Daniel Dishong, National Wildlife Federation
Great Lakes Initiative Coordinator
How serious arc Ihe (oxjc chemicals in the Greal Lakes 10 surrounding
ecosyslems and communities? How do lliese polluianls gel into Lake
waiers? Whai can/should be done about ii? Join us for a program thai
probes this cntical question. .
FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Funds Provided by the Canadian Studies Grant Programs
Sponsors: the Cenler for Environmental Programs
and Ihe Canadian Studies Program

The KEY Yearbook
28 West Hall
372-8086
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Fraternity activity
honors deceased

Bookstore sponsors dinosaur
Green brontosauras visits as part of Children's Book Week

by Ginger Phillips
human diversity reporter

by Dawn Keller
Copy Chief

Being a Greek isn't all fun and parties. This weekend one
fraternity will partake in a solemn activity to honor their
deceased brothers and initiate new ones.
The brothers of Alpha Sigma Phi will have a Black Lantern
Processional on Saturday from 6:30 p.m. to 8 p.m.
According to David Kopp, marshal of the fraternity, members
will dress in ceremonial costume and march through campus as
part of a tradition that the chapter of the fraternity at Yale University founded in 1845.
"Basically, the brothers will dress up in black robes and walk
around campus," Kopp said.
Alpha Sigma Phi president Glen Olson said 24 members will
begin their ceremony at Shatzel Hall, proceed through sorority
row and then to the Union where they will pick up their 14
pledges, then continue on through new fraternity row.
The brothers will end the ceremony at old fraternity row
where they will then form the shape of Omega and initiate the
pledges, he said.
Kopp said the processional is a very serious occasion for Alpha Sigma Phi.
"We just don't talk until we get to initiation," he said. "It's
very important. It's dated back to 1845 - the founding of the
chapter."

The University bookstore will
celebrate National Children's
Book Week and kick off the holiday season when it sponsors
"Dinosaur Day at the Bookstore," Saturday, Nov. 20 from 10
am. to 2 p.m.
Dudley the Dinosaur, a sevenfoot, green brontosaurus, is the
latest fictional character to walk
around the glass forum of the
University Bookstore.
During his visit, Dudley will
shake hands with and talk to kids

Trail
Continued from page one.

County Fair," Munger said, adding that opposition to the trail has
decreased since the beginning of
the campaign.
Dan Frobose, of the Wood
County Cooperative Extension
office, said in general the farmer's position has been negative
toward these types of trails.
"The farmers oppose these
trails because of the associated
liability that can come to them
from people who wander off the
trails into their fields and also
the litter and debris that ends up
in the fields," he said.
Frobose said he has had no
direct input from local farmers
on the Slippery Elm Trail.
One North Baltimore resident,
who owns property along the
trail and did not wish to be iden-

tified, said property owners did
not have much say in the project.
"We signed a paper that said
we didn't want it, but it went
through anyway," she said.
"They told us to get a lawyer."
Sharon Casey, another trail
border property owner, said she
also has some concerns.
"I'm just concerned that it may
become a nuisance," Casey said.
" I have a lot of questions about
upkeep and patrolling. Who's responsible for traffic crossing
these country roads?"
Munger said the trail will have
stop signs posted for pedestrians
at all of the trail and street intersections. Also, the signs posted
on the street warn vehicles to
watch for pedestrians.
"We are meeting all of the state
requirements," he said.

You have the right to know the truth!
A REVISIONIST'S VIEW OP THE
U.S. HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL MUSEUM
By Bradley R. Smith
After len yean ID Ihe planning. $165 million in iun-up coil* and ■ government
guarantee of lens of millions more in tax subsidies, the United Stales Holocaust
Memorial Museum in Washington D.C. demonstrates why, according to a Roper
Organization poll, 22 percent (some 25 millions!) of all adult Americans have doubts
about the orthodox Holocaust story--parlicularly about the alleged 'gassing chambers "
When a Government institution (which the Museum is) represents a point of view held
suspect by so many, we have an obligation to look at it squarely. Those who contend it
is more important to be "sensitive' than truthful have s questionable private agenda.

What are the facts?
The U.S.
Holocaust Memorial
Museum displays, oo proof anywhere of
homicidal g using chamber* and no proof
thai even one individual wai "gasacd' at
any camp liberated by Allied armies
"Proof" for a gas chamber at Birkenau
is I plastic model created by a Polish
ariute A plastic copy of a metal door u>
displayed as "proof" of a homicidal gas
chamber at Maidanck. And, incredibly,
the Museum has simply dropped the
Auschwiu gas chamber, the basement
room visited yearly by hundreds of
thousands of tourists in Poland.
There is no mention of the alleged gas
chambers at Buchcnwald or even at
Dachau, where after World War Two
American G.l.s and German civilians
were assured that more than 200,000
victims were "gassed and burned."
Human soap? Human skin lamp
shades? Not a sign of them in this
Museum. Thc&c monstrous lies arc now
all gone—straight down the memory hole!
The notion that eyewitness testimony
given under highly politici/ed and
emotional circumstances, which this
museum relics w heavily on. is pnma
facie true, was refuted by the Israeli
Supreme Court when it acquitted John
Dcmjanjuk of being "Ivan the Tcrrihle."
The Israeli Court found that the eyewitnesses who testified against Dcmjanjuk
could not be believed!
Deborah Lipstadt argues in her muchpraised Denying the Holocaust, that

revisionists ("deniera") should not be
debated because there can not be another
side to the gas-chamber none*. She
asserts thai it is hateful to listen to a
defense of those accused of mass murder!
In short, she argues thai wc bury
America's old civil virtues of free inquiry
and open debate—but to what end?
The Deborah Lipstadts~and there is a
clique of them on every campus—work to
suppress revisionist research and demand
that students and faculty ape their antidemocratic behavior. U you refuse to
accept the Lipaudt clique u your
intellectual fuhrtrs, you riak being
slandered as an antiscmiic. These quatircligious Holocaust z?JoU claim that
because of the purity of their own
feelings about the Jewish experience
during World War Two, yours are soiled
if you doubt what they preach as "truth."
Winston Churchill, in his six-volume
history of World War Two. and Dwigbt
D. Eisenhower in his memoin, both
omitted all reference to gas chambers and
their use in an alleged genocide of the
European Jews. How do the Museum and
the Deborah Lipstadts explain that?
To many it will appear impossible
that deception on such a grand scale can
actually be taking place. Yet such
deception is not unusual in politics,
ideology or religion. We are being
deceived for one reason, and one reason
only--we have refused to listen to the
other side of the story.

The Operation and Technique of the Museum
The Museum's exhibit technique is a mixture of sinister suggestion and dishonest
omission. The first display confronting viaitors beginning the Museum tour is a wallsized photograph of American soldiers looking at corpses smoldering on a pyre. The
context in which you sec the photo suggests that the dead arc "exterminated' Jews.
But were the prisoners killed or did they die of typhus or some other dini.se during
the last terrible weeks of the war? Autopsies, made by Allied medical personnel found
that inmates died of disease. Not one was found to have been "gaascd." Alt such relevant
information is purposely omited from the exhibit. We don7 even know that the dead
pictured in the photo are Jews!
Unable to judge the significance of the photograph, and not wanting to believe the
Museum would mislead you, you are moved to accept the false and manipulative
suggestion that i( represents the genocide of the European Jew*.

THE LAST BARRIER

Tbn ad hu ben) publiabcd and pud for by

Academic bureaucrats, career-driven
professors and an opulently funded
Holocaust Lobby of self-described
intellectual giants form the last barrier
against a free exchange of ideas. It is
childish and dishonest to insinuate that
open debate is dangerous to the Jewish
community. What rubbish! Open debate
will benefit Jews and Gentiles alike—for
precisely the same reasons!
Contact CODOH to inquire about
speakers or more background on the
scandal of the gas-chamber stories.
Demonstrate to the fuhrcrs of conformity
oo your campus that you want intellectual
liberty, not "leaders."

Committee for Open Debate
on the Holocaust

CODOH

PO Box 3267 VisaJia CA 93278
Tel/Fax: 209 733 2653
(CODOH) was founded to promote a free
exchange of ideas about the Holocaust
story. CODOH is not a membership
organization and is not affiliated with any
political party or group. Your contributions enable us to publish this ad in
college and high school newspapers
across the country. Our overhead is
minimal Every donation is welcome.
1193

as they participate in the various
activities scheduled to celebrate
the week, according to Karen
Weber, a sales clerk at the bookstore.
Three University student
bookstore employees, Steve
Newbauer, Matt Petteys and Jason Jones, will take turns dressing up as Dudley to entertain the
kids.
"I am just doing it because I
like kids and I think it will be a
lot of fun," Newbauer said.
Puppet shows, games, prizes
and a dinosaur display will be a
part of the day's activities,
Weber said.

University students will also
work in the coloring area, at the
reading station and at the video
viewing station for the kids,
Weber said.
In addition, there is even something for those people interested
in the history of dinosaurs.
"We will have authentic dinosaur bones on display. They are
on loan from the University's geology department," Weber said.
This is the fourth year that the
bookstore has celebrated
National Children's Book Week.
In the past. Curious George, Waldo and Clifford have been a part
of the festivities, Weber said.

"We really appreciate the assistance of the student employees and the members of
Omega Phi Alpha [service sorority]. Without them, it would be an
extremely difficult job," she
said.
"It got too big so we had to
move it from the bookstore to the
glass forum so it would not be so
crowded," Weber said.
While the children visit with
Dudley, the parents can get a
head start on Christmas shopping
as the store will have a 20 percent off sale on all children's
clothing, books, toys and games,
Weber said.

Heirs dispute over Firestone millions
The Associated Press
AKRON, Ohio - Three heirs to the Firestone tire fortune have sued the bank which
handles their $9 million family trust, charging that the bank has not treated all the
trust's beneficiaries equally.
Trial began Tuesday in Summit County
Probate Court in the lawsuit filed by Douglas, Andrew and Russell Firestone III, greatgrandsons of Harvey Firestone. The defendant in the case is Bank One, Akron.
The three, who began the legal fight five
years ago, said they have had to fight the
trust and its officers to get money to which

they are entitled.
The brothers want the court to appoint a
new trustee, saying Bank One has made it
impossible for them to figure out how the
trust is run.
Lawyers for Bank One said the bank has
done nothing wrong and is administering the
trust according to terms laid out by Harvey
and Idabelle Firestone in 1933.
The trust agreement gives Bank One's
trust officers "absolute discretion" to manage the money. The bank named Russell
Firestone Jr.'s children in a counterclaim
asking the court to determine whether they
are beneficiaries of the trust.
"We're not trust-fund babies," said Doug-

las Firestone, 42, a welder who owns a tropical fish wholesale business. He receives
$6,400 monthly from the trust.
His half-brother, Russell, 21, said the dispute has forced him to stop attending
George Washington University. He said he
spends his $3,500 monthly trust income to
support himself and pay costs of the court
case.
Andrew lives in Santa Fe, N.M., and runs a
construction company.
Harvey Firestone, who died in 1938,
founded the Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. His
holdings included a one million-acre rubber
plantation in Liberia.

Police Blotter
3 On Nov. 10, a man told police
a man was driving recklessly
down South Main Street. According to the police report, the man
was "a college kid driving a pea
green car...pushing a pile of
leaves in front of his car."
H A man reportedly found a
compact disc behind his house on
Nov. 10. According to the police
report, the recording was "Hank
Williams Jr.'s Greatest Hits."
Police said no one has claimed
the disc.
D On Nov. 11, police said a
woman received a harassing
phone call. According to the
police report, the man told the
woman "I have your daughter-inlaw." The woman reportedly
hung up the phone because she
doesn't have a daughter-in-law.
Ci A woman received a phone
call from a man who threatened
her. According to the police report, the man said, "I'm in your
house and I'm going to kill you."
fl A dog was reportedly hit by a
car on South Church Street on
Nov. 11. The woman who called

in the report allegedly moved the
dog to the side of the road, where
the dog was reportedly struck by
another car. The woman then
moved the dog down the street,
where it remained safe until authorities could retreive it.
O Jonathan W. Conrad, 23, of
Elinda, was cited Friday for
speeding and not wearing a seatbelt. He was allegedly clocked
going 50 in a 25 mlle-per-hour
zone. According to the police report, when Conrad was stopped
he told the officer, "I thought I
was going 35 or 40."
O On Friday, a woman reportedly called 911. According to the
police report, when the police
called the number back the woman apologized and said she was
"dialing 1411."
O Police received a 911 hangup call on Friday. When police
arrived at the residence they
found a four-year-old girl had
called because she "wanted to
see if it worked."
O On Friday, two men were allegedly throwing a dog in the

hallway of a local apartment.
O A woman who is listed in the
police report as "Precious" was
threatened on Friday. Police said
the threatening man told "Precious" he was going to "pop her."
a Alex J. Anest, 19, 311 Darrow, was cited for disorderly
conduct on Friday. Police said
Anest jumped on a Conrail train
that had just begun to accelerate.
Anest then reportedly rode the
train for a while and jumped off.
Cl A man reported when he
woke to go to work on Saturday,
he found dead animals on his
son's car. According to the police
report, the man saw "one dead
raccoon on the top of the car, and
two others on the front and rear
windshield." The man reportedly
solved the problem by putting
the raccoon bodies in a trash bag
and putting the trash bag by the
street for pickup.
O Joshua M. Manlet, 18, of
Findlay was cited for underage
drinking on Saturday. Police said
when Manlet saw the officer he
threw a can of Milwaukee's Best

beer on the ground. According to
the police report, Manlet told the
officer, "This is going to ruin my
career."
n Keith T. Sheets was cited for
open container on Sunday. According to the police report,
when Sheets was told he was being cited he said, "Who was I
harming?"
3 On Sunday, someone wrote
on the windows of a car parked
on Erie Street. According to the
police report, the message written was, "Hi, what's up?"
"i Police said two men in a red
pickup truck honked and flashed
a girl walking home from school
on Monday. The men were reportedly laughing when they left
the scene.
fl A woman told police an exboyfriend has been making harassing and obscene phone calls to
her residence. According to the
police report, the woman feels
the man is "creepy" and may be
capable of more than phone calls.

Dinosaur Day
372-6945

Located
in the
University
Union

SatNov.20993
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NOW OPEN AT 11:00 a.m.
Now enjoy fresh baked breadsricks
and pizza for lunch.

Now featuring Personal Pan Pizza
with one item-Sl.99

"Si 'Cameo and Pwbra

'Puppet Show
'Ccdorilrifj Anea b R/ea6fng Statior
'Video Viewing
'Lange Dfnosaun Selection
'Meet OUR 7* Bttontooaujxo
'See Authentic Dfnoocrun Bones
faom the BGSU Geology Dept.

Educational Fun
20% OFF CWldnen'a Books.
Cameo. Toys, and Chfldnen's
CXoGHna

Now featuring Breadsticks
with Pizza Sauce
$1.99
Luncheon Menu 11:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m
Personal Pan Pizza
Breadsticks w/Sauce
9 inch Pizza
Variety of Subs
Quantum 90 Cards accepted after 6:00 p.m. for on-campus students
Quantum 90 Cards accepted after 11 a) «.m. for 95* plan holders.

FALCON FOOTBALL FINALE SATURDAY VS. WESTERN . . . FAN APPRECIATION DAY!
FREE Subway sandwiches... Drawing for American Airlines Airfare for 2 & FREE Tuiticn for a Semester.
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Senate bans assault weapons Committee may
Proposed anti-crime bill to increase police, gun control
by Carolyn Skorneck
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON -- Heeding the nation's rising concern over street violence, the Senate
voted Wednesday to ban the manufacture or
sale of 19 types of assault-style weapons.
The ban was approved despite the opposition of the National Rifle Association. The
action came as the Senate neared passage of
a $22.3 billion anti-crime bill that would put
more police on the streets and build new
prisons.
NRA spokesman William Mclntyre said
the 56-43 vote on the assault-style ban reflected the "misguided" view "that these
sort of gun control measures, gun bans, will
have an impact on violent crime."
Attorney General Janet Reno endorsed the
measure, saying that removing the weapons
from the street is "going to be a first big
step" and a sign that "America's love affair
with guns is coming to an end."
Senate Judiciary Committee Chairman
Joseph R. Biden, Jr., challenged the House to
"understand the power of the idea, the idea
whose time has come."
"It still will be an uphill fight in the House,
but I believe the way it's moving, I believe
this will pass," Biden told reporters.
Last week, the same measure barely survived in the Senate, Sl-49.
Senate Majority Leader George Mitchell

said Congress probably would have to wait
When background information is suffiuntil early next year to send a final compro- ciently computerized to enable instant
mise bill to President Clinton. A recent poll checks, the waiting period would be phased
showed that many Americans consider out. Checks would then be done on buyers of
crime a more important problem than both handguns and long guns.
unemployment or health care.
Assault-style weapons have such features
The House already passed its version of
as pistol grips which allow weapons to be the Brady bill that included an NRA-hacked
spray fired from the hip.
amendment requiring the waiting period to
"Fear has escalated in this country to a phase out after five years, regardless of
level I never thought possible," said Sen. whether the instant-checks are up and runDianne Felnsteln, D-Calif., the author of the ning.
gun ban. She said the provision "addresses a
The Senate's get-tough-on-crime mood was
fundamental right of all Americans to feel
safe."
evident in a 73-26 vote defeating a proposal
Feinstein's proposal would stop the manu- by Sen. Carl Levin, D-Mich., to substitute
facture or sale and possession of 19 speci- mandatory life imprisonment without parole
fied semiautomatic assault weapons and bar for the measure's many death penalty proviproduction of copycat models. More than 650 sions.
The Senate approved, 74-25, a provision
hunting weapons would be exempted by
name. People already owning the assault offered by Sen. Alfonse D'Amato, R-N.Y.,
weapons would not be required to give them that would make it easier to impose the
death penalty on someone identified as a
up.
The House has passed separate crime "drug kingpin."
bills, differing in content. For example, the
House bill earmarks $3.45 billion over six
The kingpin would not have to be responyears to help cities put 50,000 more police on sible for any specific killing. He or she
the street. The Senate's has $8.9 billion for would face capital punishment when drug
100,000 police officers over five years.
quantities are so large there is an implied
After the crime bill, the Senate was sched- responsibility for overdose deaths.
uled to move to the Brady bill that would imA kingpin could also be defined as one
pose a five-day waiting period and a back- whose criminal enterprise has gross
ground check on all would-be handgun pur- receipts of $20 million or more during any
12-month period.
chasers.

U.S. oil worker returned from Iraq,
was held for nearly seven months
The Associated Press
ANDREWS AIR FORCE BASE,
Md. - An American oil worker
held captive in Iraq for nearly
seven months returned Tuesday
to the United States, saying he
was used as a "political pawn" by
the Iraqis to renew talks with the
U.S. government.
"They needed something to
open a dialogue, something to
gain recognition from the
Western world, including, of
course, the United States," said
Kenneth Beaty, 45, of Mustang,
Okla.

Beaty arrived at Andrews Air
Force Base outside Washington
on a military jet, accompanied by
Sen. David Boren, D-Okla. He
was freed Monday after Boren
met with Iraq's deputy prime
minister, Tariq Aziz.

seen as a goodwill gesture by
Iraqi President Saddam Hussein
to get U.N. sanctions lifted so
Iraq can start exporting oil again.
The U.N. Security Council is
expected to review the sanctions
next week. Aziz is to meet Nov.
22 with U.N. officials in New
York.

Boren stressed that his trip
was for humanitarian purposes
only, that his talks involved no
In Washington on Monday,
negotiations with the Iraqi
government on other issues, and White House spokeswoman Dee
that no deals were made for Bea- Dee Myers commended Boren's
efforts but said the release does
ty's release.
not show a change in attitude by
Beaty's release was widely Iraq.

NOMINATIONS FOR 1994
Graduate Assistant Teaching Award
Undergraduates! Graduate Student Colleagues!
Faculty Members! Administrators!
Tell us about your best Graduate Teaching Assistant!
Nominations are solicited for Graduate Teaching Assistants who are engaged in
classroom instruction and who meet award eligibility criteria. The Teaching
Assistant must have taught a course for which he/she had a major
responsibility at any time in 1993. Those eligible will come from one or more of
the following categories: 1) GA teaching own section(s), 2) GA leading
study/recitation section(s), 3) GA teaching laboratory section(s)*. The final
deadline for nominations is January 21, 1994; however, we encourage written
nominations by December 17,1993

Be A Teacher
Teachers have the power
to woke up young minds to moke o difference.
Reach for that power.
Be o teacher Be o hero

M i, ■

To find out how
to become a
teacher, call
1-800-45-TEACH

be scrutinized
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS - Democrats
on Wednesday proposed overhauling the Senate Ethics
Committee to increase public
scrutiny and confidence in the
way potential ethical conflicts
are resolved.
Senate Minority Leader
Robert Boggs, I) Jeffei -son,
expressed frustration that it is
so difficult to obtain information about the number of
committee meetings or advisory opinions issued.
"Remember, we are bound
by those decisions and yet we
cannot even get informal ion

about them," Boggs said at a
news conference,
Boggs proposed that all advisory opinions from the
committee be made public, a
change that would bring the
panel into line with the Ohio
Ethics Commission and the
House Ethics Committee.
He recommended the panel
be required to meet upon the
written request of any three
members, that annual reports
be filed disclosing the number
of investigations and advisory
opinions and that legal counsel be provided to the panel
upon a two-thirds vote of the
Senate.

NAFTA
Continued from page one.

cial vote tonight, that we Republicans did not sacrifice the jobs
of tomorrow to the fears of today."
Democratic Leader Richard Gephardt summed up for the opponents who fear the pact will throw thousands of Americans
out of work. "Deficient and flawed," he said, "We cannot and
must not expose our workers and our corporations to unfair
competition."
The accord will create a continental free-trade zone by gradually eliminating tariffs over 15 years.
Before the result was final, represenatives were becoming
anxious as the vote was very close until the end.
"The result is going to be that we're going to win it, but it's a
cliffhanger," said Treasury Secretary Lloyd Bentsen. "We
shouldn't take anything for granted."
Administration officials also said the agreement will
strengthen Clinton's hand as he departs for Seattle on Thursday
for a trade meeting with Asian leaders.
Supporters said the agreement would open up a vast new Mexican market to American goods. Opponents said the certain result was a loss of jobs as American firms move to Mexico to take
advantage of lower wages and lax worker safety and environmental regulations.
Negotiated by the Bush administration and modified through
side agreements by the Clinton administration, the pact turned
customary political alliances on their heads.

Only two
days left
for Senior portraits. If you still have a
pre-scheduled appointment this week, keep it! If you
missed your appointment, we'll take you as a walk-in.
But tomorrow is the last day!
Come to The KEY, 28 West Hall
or call 372-8086.

This award recognizes excellence in undergraduate teaching by graduate
assistants and is spans omd by the Graduate Student Professional
Development Program and the Graduate College

SEMINAR INVITATION

Graduate Assistant Teaching Award Nomination Form

FOR: All BGSU Employees
DATE: Thursday, November 18, 1993
TIMES: 3:00 to 5:00 & 7:00 to 9:00 p.m.
PLACE: Community Suite BGSU Student Union
The Hoi den Group, one of America's most experienced annuity
providers, is pleased to announce our recent affiliation with Fidelity
Investments. America's largest mutual fund management company.

(Please PYint)

Name of Nominee

Department
Course Name and Number
:
Semester Taught □ Spring 1993 □ Summer 1993 □ Fall 1993
Reasons for nomination (please continue on separate sheet)
Your name in full
You are a(n):
□ Undergraduate
J Administrator
Bowling Green Phone Number
Signature

□ Graduate Student
□ Other

G Faculty Member
Date,

Return to: Graduate Assistant Teaching Award
Graduate Student Professional Development Program
c/o Telecommunications Department
Bowling Green State University
Campus Mail, or Bowling Green, OH 43403
• (Exam proctors end graders ere Ineligible for this eward.)

Fidelity
Investments-

We would like to invite you come to the Community Suite on
Thursday, November 18, 1993, for a presentation on the fidelity funds.
Topics will include: portfolio make-up, risk, returns over time, and
how to structure a portfolio based on your needs. There will also be
plenty of time to answer all of your questions.
This presentation is open to all B.G.S.U. employees, so be
sure to invite anyone you feel might benefit from attending.
Sponsored by- HHSHCOMPANY
*

TOUT

Future is Uur Business

Call Kevin Clark at 1-800-282-1768 for information

-) FALCON FOOTBALL SATURDAY 12 NOON VS. WESTERN. . .KEEP THE STREAK ALIVE!
\

FREE Subway sandwiches ... Drawing for American Airlines Airfare for 2 & FREE Tuition for a Semester.
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A Toledo Tradition For 136 Years

Show Your
School Spirit!
Register To Win:
A gift certificate for $300 in books at your student
bookstore. No purchase necessary. Register in the
Junior, Men's Activewear and Young Men's
Departments. One certificate to be given away.

Flannel
Bajas

19

Reg. 18.00

Hooded flannel tops with a drawstring bottom Great for
football games. Available in sizes S-M-L Imported.
Juniors

Levi's
Jeans

29.99

Reg. 39.99

Choose from 501 and 550 in many finishes for sizes
3-13. Imported.
Juniors

School & Team
Fleece Sweatshirts

19.99-44.99
Heavyweight cotton blend sweatshirts in a large
selection of school and team logo designs. Available in
sizes M-L-XL.
Men's Activewear

Levi's Denim
Jeans

29.99-39.99
Levi's jeans in several fits and finishes for waist sizes
28-38. Choose from 501 button fly, 505 regular fit,
550 relaxed fit, 560 loose fit and Silver Tab baggy,
straight and narrow fit.
Young Men's

iiitt
:ii m
Take An Add'l

10% off

Any One Item In Our
Junior Sportswear, Junior Dress,
Young Mens & Mens Activewear Departments
Purchased ... Friday-Sunday, Nov. 18-21
Duplicated coupons will not be accepted Coupons not accepted on mail, phone
or special orders Excluding Guess No ad(ustmenls can be made on prior
purchases Associates and their dependents are ineligible tor discount coupon

Sunday

30 p.m.
p.m.
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Women's Club volleyball Piston's Thomas

competes without coach
by Andrew Punzal
contributing writer

The women's club volleyball
team traveled to Indiana University this weekend to participate
in a seven-school volleyball tournament.
The Falcons - minus their
coaching staff - managed to split
games with Illinois, Kent and Indiana, while losing twice to a
tough Kentucky squad. Although
BG managed to outscore its opponents by a combined 99 to 97
points, they found themselves on
the short end of a 3-5 record.
"It was a long, tough weekend," senior middle-hitter Cathy
Buynacek said. "Especially without any coaches there.
"Every game was competitive,
and the team put forth a tremendous effort all day long."
Buynacek, a team co-captain
who collected 11 kills and S
blocks, said the team is confident.
"I think the fact that we outscored our opponents overall
"We were kind of inconsistent in
our intensity level against some
teams and that hurt us. We as setters can't do our job unless the
passing is good, and our back row

did a great job passing the ball to
Sarah and me."
"We're getting a lot more comfortable playing with each
other," Putnam said. "We're
learning about our strengths and
weaknesses and how we react to
game situations. If anything
needs improvement, we need to
be more consistent when serving.
That's one thing that really hurt
us this weekend."
Although the Falcons finished
below .500 at Indiana, they were
in position during several games
to finish teams off, but just
couldn't pull the trigger.
"We have trouble holding leads
and finishing teams off when
they're in trouble," Buynacek
said. "We tend to slack off when
we get the lead, giving our opponent the opportunity to get back
in the game. We just need to concentrate for the entire contest."
"We tend to play up or play
down to our competiton," Lyons
said, "We played down to Kent
and they barely beat us, but we
played our best game against Indiana, and they eventually won
the tournament."
"I was happy with our effort at
Indiana," Gerrasch said. "Our
starters played well, and the
bench came in and played well

too. Our conditioning during the
week showed when we beat a fatigued Indiana squad late in our
eighth game and that's a positive.
We need to improve in some
areas, but I think for this being
our first big tournament we acquitted ourselves well."
The womens' club team plays
this Friday in a t ri match at Ann
Arbor, Mich, against Michigan
and Michigan State,
shows that we're playing good
volleyball," she said. "We just
need to concentrate more when
we have teams on the ropes."
One of the many players
powering BG this weekend was
senior outside hitter Steph Greer
with a 17-kill, 4-block performance. In the Falcons' first game
against Kentucky, Greer hammered out a team-high of 6 kills.
She is now the team leader in that
department with 21.
"I felt good on Saturday, both
mentally and physically," Greer
said. "I was really motivated to
play well and win this weekend,
so I went out there to just pound
the ball.
"We all were hitting the ball effectively. We just need to concentrate more and keep up our
intensity when we're in position
to beat teams."

Her teammates agree.
"Steph had a monster weekend," said senior middle-hitter
Lisa Gerrasch. "She hit the ball
extremely well, as did the rest of
the team."
The Falcons put on an impressive hitting display, recording 70
kills over eight games Other hitters that had strong weekends
were freshmen Crystal Dean (11
kills, 2 blocks) and Janelle Bassitt (11 kills).
"We all played aggressively on
offense this weekend," Dean
said. "Part of the reason I was
hitting so well was that I had
been working in my swing in
practice with coach Ron Kalal.
He had me change some things,
and it paid off."
"We're beginning to gel as a
team," Bassitt said. "Everybody
talked during the game - calling
balls, giving support - and it
really helped. Also, our conditioning during the week paid
off."
Often overlooked, but extremely important, was the play
of BG's setters. Deb Lyons and
Sarah Putnam had an effective
day setting, and combined for
three kills and a block.

fractures hand
The Associated Press

AUBURN HILLS, Mich. - Isiah
Thomas lost his cool again, and
this time it will keep him out of
the lineup for at least a month.
Thomas, one of the NBA's most
tempermental players, broke his
right hand when he punched
teammate Bill Laimbeer in the
back of the head during practice
Tuesday.
He will be sidelined four to six
weeks, said Dr. Ed Burke, who
treated the injury.
The broken shooting hand was
placed in a cast but won't require
surgery. Neither player will be
disciplined, The Oakland Press
reported today.
Thomas broke a rib when he
was elbowed by Laimbeer during
a preseason practice Oct. 30.
Witnesses said Thomas became
angered Tuesday after absorbing
another elbow from Laimbeer.
Neither Thomas nor Laimbeer
- who along with Joe Dumars are
the only remaining members of
the Pistons' NBA championship
teams of 1989 and 1990 - would
comment.
Thomas and Laimbeer had to
be separated after the 6-foot-ll,
260-pound center elbowed the
6-foot-l, 185-pound guard. Laimbeer had turned away when
Thomas punched him in the head,

the Press said.
Coach Don Chaney restrained
Laimbeer, who yelled at Thomas,
"That's just basketball."
"I don't need to take that (expletive)," Thomas shouted back.
"Just leave the floor," Laimbeer replied. "Leave the floor."
Chaney spoke briefly to the
team and then called off the rest
of practice.
"It was an emotional situation
and we regret it happened," the
first-year coach said afterward.
"We had a long flight and a really
tough practice. Everyone's tired.
Isiah took a hard hit and he just
reacted. It was emotion."
Thomas is averaging 15.S
points and 10.3 assists this
season, which began with two
victories but was followed by
four straight road losses going
into tonight's home game against
the Orlando Magic.
"I'm sorry Isiah is not going to
be playing," Magic guard Scott
Sidles said from Orlando. "But in
my opinion he couldn't have
picked a better guy to punch."
Thomas was placed on the injured list. Rookie Lindsey Hunter
will fill in at point guard.
"It's one of those things - if
there's a silver lining in a cloud it speeds up (Hunter's) development," player personnel director
Billy McKinney said.

Crew ends first season
by Andy Dugan
sports writer

When Kent State University
cut its crew club program two
years ago, a then-freshman
Joan Yasenchak dropped Kent
State and came to BG to found
the Falcon's crew club.
Yasenchak, a junior, got
BG's crew club underway in
January, when she put up
signs advertising the sport.
The result was the finding of
Ian Ritchie, who became the
team's head coach.
"Ian came to me in January
and told me what he could do
in coaching the team," Yasenchak said. "I didn't find him,
he found me."
By February, the club was
officially registered as a club
sport. People who were interested in the sport got to see
what it was like in April and
tryouts were in September.
•This year's team consisted of
14 members, who are all women, one head coach and one assistant coach.
"Right now the team is all
girls, but it wasn't intended to
be that way," Yasenchak said.
"We do want to get a guys
team together."
The 14 members were divided into two groups for two
different types of racing. The
eight-man team consists of
eight rowers and one coxswain, who is the person who
sits facing forward to see
where the boat is going.
"The coxswain steers the
boat with the rutter and with
ropes," Yasenchak said. "They
also have the job of motivator
because they tell the rowers

what they need to do. They're
kind of like the brains of the
boat."
This eight-man team trains
and competes under the direction of Ritchie.
Assistant coach Rob
Clother, who joined the club
this semester, oversees the
workouts for the four-man
team. This team consists of
four rowers and a coxswain.
The team practiced on the
Maumee river in Toledo. The
eight-man team practiced at
4:45 a.m. weekdays, 8 a.m. on
Saturday, and 5 p.m. on Sunday. Practices usually lasted
about three hours. The fourman team practiced at 5 am.
or 5 p.m. on weekdays. Yasenchak said the reason the club
practiced at such extreme
hours was because other
schools also used the equipment the club rented.
"There are four other
schools that use our equipment, so we have to work
around with the times," Yasenchak said.
The club rented this equipment from the Toledo Rowing
Club to practice. The equipment included boats (which
are called shells), oars and a
launch, which is a coach's
motor boat.
Yasenchak said it was important that all members were
able to make all practices.
"When we practice, we
practice in the same seat at
every practice," she said.
"You grow into your seat. I'm
used to starboard, so if anyone
gets sick, it messes everything
up." Coaches would occasionally substitute for an absent
member.

In its first season, which
started in April and ended earlier this month, BG faced
three different competitions,
which are called regattas.
These regattas are organized
competitions that consist of
race distances of 1500 meters
to 4000 meters.
On Oct. 30, both the four and
eight-man teams traveled to
Columbus, to partake in the
Jack Speakman Memorial regatta The distance at this
meet was 1500 meters. The
eight-man team placed fourth
in a field of 22, while the fourman team took 14th out of 17
teams. This was the four-man
teams' only regatta of the
season.
BG next traveled to Ypsilanti, Mich., to compete in the
4000m Michigan Chase regatta on Nov. 7, and closed
their season with the Western
Invitational regatta in London,
Ontario on Nov. 16 with a
1500m race.
Yasenchak explained that
the reason the club attended
so few regattas was due to the
fitness level of the team. To
help get team members in better shape for next season,
coach Ritchie has organized
workouts which include lifting, running and swimming in
the off-season.
"We'll workout seperately
throughout the off-season and
then have try-outs for next
season in March or April when
it gets warm again," Yasenchak said.
As the founder of a team
that has already finished its
first season, Yasenchak is
eager to see the program
grow.

WAR AND PEACE: Det riot Pistons Isiah Thomas and BUI Laimbeer embrace after a playoff loss to the
Chicago Bulls in 1991. Thomas broke his right hand on Tuesday after hitting Laimbeer in the head.

OSU is underdog ogainst UM Lady cagers
The Associated Press

TOLEDO, Ohio - It would seem
that Ohio State should be favored
over Michigan when the two
teams meet Saturday.
But not by Las Vegas odds. At
least, not yet.
Odds are considered the advantage given the weaker side to
make the chances of those participating equal.
Unbeaten, fifth-ranked Ohio
State was given a point to be
equal with a Michigan team that
has lost four games, dropped out
of the Top 25 and has numerous
injured players.
Ohio State is leading the Big

Ten at 6-0-1. A win or tie against
the Wolverines at Michigan Stadium will send the Buckeyes to
the Rose Bowl. The Wolverines
are tied with Indiana for seventh
place in the conference at 4-3.
Do the oddsmakers know
something even the coaches don't
know about their teams?
What the oddsmakers know is
that they're trying to reflect the
public's perception, get betting
action from both sides and present a number that is interesting,
according to John Harper of Las
Vegas Sports Consultants, which
set the gambling lines for several
sports for casinos and hotels in
Nevada.
Michigan coach Gary Moeller

doesn't believe those odds.
"It's utterly ridiculous,"
Moller said in a story published
Wednesday in The Blade.
Oddsmakers such as Harper
just go with the flow.
"When we set the number out
(Sunday night) we believed Ohio
State should be a 1-point
favorite," Harper said. "Some
people are probably betting the
home-field advantage. It's that
simple. Or, they figure that Michigan's season was so terrible because of the high expectations
that Michigan has more to play
for."
The early money was on Michigan, which made it the favorite.
That could change by Saturday

with Ohio State again becoming
the bettor's choice.
"There's a good chance that
will happen because there's a lot
of wagering ahead and most people haven't figured who they
want," Harper said.
Harper said professional
oddsmakers do not pay attention
to media polls that rank teams
nationally.
"Those are media and coaches
who don't put any time into it,"
Harper said. "Obviously, Ohio
State is a better team, and I
wouldn't be surprised if Ohio
State isn't favored by Saturday
because the game means the
Rose Bowl for them."

begin season
host Xavier University on
November 30.
The Falcons, under thirdyear coach Jaci Clark, will be
led by senior forwards Lori
The women's basketball Albers and Talita Scott. Last
team fires up its' court action year, Albers won the MVP atoday when it hosts TTT Riga ward of the MAC Tournament.
from Latvia in its first preScott, who was first team
season game of the year. The
defending Mid-American Con- AU-MAC last year and first
ference champions will play team AU-MAC pre-season this
tonight's game as a tune-up in year, averaged 1S.5 points and
leiu of their first official game 6.6 rebounds per game last
of the season where they will year.
by Andy Dugan
sports writer
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Chang beats Courier
The Associated Press
FRANKFURT, Germany - Michael Chang, who seldom
beats Jim Courier and never
wins in the ATP Tour World
Championships, overcame both
obstacles on Tuesday in a firstround match in the tour-ending
event.
Chang beat Courier, the
world's No. 2 player, 6-4,6-0.
Chang will next play Michael
Stich, who began his campaign
with a 6-3, 6-4 victory over Andrei Medvedev.
Chang, winless in six matches in two previous appearances
in the world championships,
broke Courier for a 5-4 lead in
the first set and didn't lose another game.
"It was probably one of my
best matches against Jim. It all
worked well for me tonight,"
said Chang.
Courier lost a set at love for
the first time since Stefan Edberg beat him 6-2,6-4,6-0 in the

used his skill repeatedly
against the rusty Courier. He
also displayed new power in his
serve.
Chang ran from corner to
corner to reach Courier's
powerful shots, and then hit
winners from seemingly impossible situations.
"That's nothing new for me,
although it can be frustrating.
But I knew what was coming,"
Courier said.
Also on Tuesday, Edberg, the
1989 champion, beat the second
rookie, Sergi Bruguera 6-2, 6-4,
coming back from a 3-0 deficit
in the second set.
The championship pits the
top eight players in the world,
who are split into two groups.
Courier and Medvedev remain
in the running despite their
defeats.

1991 U.S. Open final.
Chang wrapped up the match
in only 85 minutes to go 1-0 in
the round-robin portion of the
$2.75 million event.
Chang, No. 7 in the world,
won the first set with a passing
shot to Courier's forehand side,
after committing a double fault
on his first set point.
"To be honest I don't remember that game, all I know
is that I won," Chang said.
"I didn't have a letdown in
the second set and that's very
important against the top
guys," he said.
Courier faded completely in
the second set.
"If I could have hurt him a
little bit more on his serve,
maybe he wouldn't have been
able to play quite so freely as
he did. He had quite a few easy
service games and that freed
him up to take some chances on
my service games," Courier
said.
Chang, known for retreiving
balls that appear unreachable,

Also on Wednesday, Pete
Sampras, who is assured of finishing the year as the topranked player in the world, will
face Goran Ivanisevic.

KEEP YOUR EYE ON THE BALL:Pete Sampras focuses on the ball in a match against Goran Ivanisevic
|he ATp Tour World cbamploshlp on Wednesday,

dur,

UC Bearcats look weak Astros appoint Collins
as their new manager
The Associated Press

CINCINNATI - Bob Huggins
says his 19th-ranked Cincinnati
Bearcats are a weak basketball
team.
No news there, right? Even
when the Bearcats were tearing
through the NCAA tournament
the last two years, Huggins remained his team's biggest critic.
This time, he might not be kidding. Cincinnati will have three
freshmen and one sophomore
starter Wednesday night when it
plays Butler in the first round of
the Preseason NIT. The Bearcats' youngest lineup in 20 years
on the floor includes two freshmen guards.
"We've lost five starters, our
top six guys, and I'm really concerned that after about the first
two weeks of the season, we may
lose the rest of our alumni, too,"
Huggins said. "We're not very
good.
"Unfortunately, my guys are
having a hard time keeping it between the lines. It used to be it
was neat to get a front-row seat
at our place. I'm not so sure
that's the case anymore. Our
guys are going to be throwing it
everywhere. It may be just a bit
dangerous."
Still, Cincinnati (27-5 last
season) ought to be dangerous
enough to beat Butler (11-17),
which won just one road game
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gins in a bind. His all-out defensive style - trapping everywhere
on the floor - requires a deep,
experienced bench. He won't
have it for a while.
Learning Huggins' aggressive
defense is probably the toughest
thing for the newcomers. It requires players to move constantly as traps are set - no breathers
in this defense.
"At a point in high school, there
basically were times when you
didn't have to do your best or
play hard," Wingfield said. "In
this system, I realize you have to
give it your all, all the time."
Huggins, known for his outbursts at players, has gotten that
point across forcefully in practice.

last season and has only two
senior starters.
"There's been a lot said about
Cincinnati starting three freshmen, but those three are unbelievably good players," Butler
coach Barry Collier said. "As importantly, they're the type of
players that Cincinnati has been
successful with since Bob Huggins has been there."

The Associated Press

HOUSTON - Terry Collins, a
successful minor league manager over 11 years and Pittsburgh Pirates' bullpen coach the
"We've lost five
past two seasons, was named
manager of the Houston Astros
starters, our top six
on Wednesday, replacing the
guys, and I'm really
fired Art Howe.
Collins, 44, promised to make
concerned that after
the Astros a championship team
about the first two
through dogged persistence.
"How long it took me to get
weeks of the season, we
here is a part of what I'm made
may lose the rest of our
"He's fumed at all of us," of," Collins said during a news
Wingfield said. "If he fumes at conference. "I'll do everything it
alumni too. We're not
one of us, he fumes at the whole takes to bring us a championvery good."
team."
ship."
I The former 10-year minor
Bob Huggins
Bostic, who started UC's first league player won out in a
21 games last season, has seen lengthy selection process conHuggins has one of the nation's the freshmen get more comfort- i ducted by general manager Bob
top-rated recruiting classes, inable in one respect - they don't Watson and Astros owner Draycluding freshman starters Don get as crestfallen from Huggins' ] ton McLane.
tonio Wingfield (a 6-foot-8
There were seven known canyelling.
center) and guards Damon Flint
didates to replace Howe, who
and Marko Wright. Sophomore
"The freshmen took it kind of was fired on Oct. 5, but McLane
forward Keith Gregor and junior hard at first," Bostic said. "It said 11 prospects were interforward Curtis Bostic - the only took them a while to catch onto it. viewed in the six-week search.
returner with substantial experi- In the first week of practice, they
"We started out with 75 or 80
ence - are the leaders.
were pretty down on themselves. names and that list was boiled
Six of the 12 Bearcats are first- As it goes on, they've gotten used down and boiled down through
year freshmen, which puts Hug- to it."
countless hours of study," Watson said. "The result is we have
the right man for this job."
Collins managed in the minor
leagues for the Pirates and Los
Angeles Dodgers. He's been

Pittsburgh's bullpen coach the
last two seasons.
He said his managerial style
will be modeled after his former
boss, Pirates manager Jim Leyland.
"He's a man I idolize and I'll
bring a lot of the things I learned
from him to the Houston Astros,"
Collins said. "I'm a competitor
also, and I'll bring to our players
the fact that we can get to the
next level. I'm an example of
that."
The Astros conducted their
first interview with Collins on
Nov. 9. He returned Tuesday for
the second round.
Bob Boone, a 19-year major
league catcher and a successful
minor league manager the past
two seasons, had three inter-

views for the job.
Also considered were Astros
coach Matt Galante, former New
York Mets manager Jeff Torborg, former Texas Rangers
manager Bobby Valentine, Baltimore Orioles coach Davey
Ix>pes and Philadelphia Phillies
coach Larry Bowa.
Collins was promoted to the Pirates staff after three Wl plus
victory seasons at Class AAA
Buffalo. His overall minor league
record is 834-736.
Collins was a minor league in
fielder from 1971-81 in the Dodgers and Pirates farm systems.
He was in the Dodgers system
from 1981-89, including five and
a half seasons at Class AAA Albuquerque.
APpkrt*
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UNLIMITED
Terry Collins speaks to the media after he was named manager of the
Houston Astros on Wednesday. Collins Is joined by Astros general
manager Bob Watson (middle) and owner Dray ton McLane.

Open 7 Days
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McDonald's
Tower s West
This week
4:30 - 6:30pm
Kreischer, Commons,
& Harshman
Dining Centers
Thursday
4:30 - 6:30pm
Founders
Dining Center
Thursday
4:30 - 7:00pm

No Appointment Necessary
Featuring
Ni'"u. Product*

354-1559

N€*US

248 N. Main St.

1 REI PARKING

i

1FREE

Acyrlic Nails

Full Set

Tan w/ purchase
of any package

3>J5 w/Denise

Exp.11/30fl3

Exp. 11/30*)

•••••**••••••

SOUTH PADRE ISLAND
NORTH PADRE/MUSTANG ISLAND
r-L-O-R-l-D-A

DAYTONA BEACH
PANAMA CITY BEACH
ORLANDO/WALT DISNEY WORLD

r

THE BOOKSTORE

fe' a £ V El O f'ilill T

STEAMBOAT
VAIL/BEAVER CREEK
BRECKENRIDGE/KEYSTONE
K-E-V.«.D-»

LAS VEGAS
S-O-U-T-H

C-A-n-O-L-l-N-A

HILTON HEAD ISLAND
RESERVATIONS AVAILABLE NOW
CALL TOLL FREE FOR FULL
DETAILS AND COLOR BROCHURE!

•Full Service
Bookstore
•Thousands of Titles
•Current Bestsellers
•Great Magazine
Selection
840 S. Main St
Bowling Green

Don't Lose Out III
Fox Run
Haven House Manor
Piedmont
Birchwood Place

Mini Mall
Small Buildings
Frontier Housing
Houses

Preferred Properties
8th & High - Rental Office - 352-9378
Located in the Cherrywood Health Spa

J LEADERSHIP ..

C-O-L-O-R-A-D-O

1*800*SUNCHASE

Early Leasing for 1994/95

ORG/Cftf2*A'T10NS

LLA-LJ

Congratulations
KURT LRNDCS
President, Collesglate 4-H
Student leader of the
Month
4
A*

*••*•••••••■*•

Is your Christmas tree bare?
Makg. a Christmas Ornament
'December 1st. 7-8:30 p.m.
Cost: $10 includes all supplies
Space limited to 25
Sign up today in the. ZlAO office
'CaU 2-2343 formore information
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CAMPUS EVENTS

OH. RICHARD WEAVER SPEAKS
TONKJHT!'!
9:00pm—1007 BAA
YOU DON'T WANT TO MISS THIS"
Brought lo you by Alpha Lambda Delta

VOLUNTEER TOUR GUIDES WANTED!
Enhance you' speaking skills by
giving tours on the annual
PREVIEW DAY on DEC. 4'
Great experience for Tour Guide
auditions in the Spring'
Come to one of our meetings on
TUES NOV 30at900pmin
theTAFT RCOM(UNION)of
WED DEC ' at 9 00 pm m
the CAMPUS ROOM (UNION)
* O.S.E A. Off-Campus Members *
Check your maMboiee for
the Semi-formal forms1

Alpha Lambda Delia Presents
OR RICHARD WEAVER'S
LAST LECTURE
TONIGHT'!!
•:OOpm-1007BAA
Be there1 Bring a friend'"

• ATTENTION O SEA. MEMBERS
If you didn't receive a nonce about the semiformal. Stop by the OSE A Office 410 Ed
Bldg.

SERVICES OFFERED

•* DR. RICHARD L. WEAVER "
Last Lecture Series
Subject' Se<f-Discipline
Thursday. Nov 18th. 9:00 pm. 1007 BA
Alpha Lambda Delia

PREGNANT?
We can help FREE ft CONFIDENTIAL pregnancy tests, support A information BG Prog
nancy Center Call354-HOPE

Learn to become a leader
SOLD isrcw accepting applications
Stop by 405 Student Services
Leading into the future • S OLD
Alpha Lambda Delta presents.
OR RICHARD WEAVER
in our Last Lecture Series-—YOU DON'T WANT TO MISS THIS!"
Thursday, Nov. 18th
9 O0pm--.007BA
BGSHEA
Bake Sale
Nov 18 HtFiOorEducaOonBuilding
11 00 am-?
The following items will De provided?
cupcakes, peanut butter cookies, chocolate
chip cookies ft brownies.
CELEBRATE RACE ft CULTURAL DIVERSITY
ARTISfTIC PRESENTATION
SPONSORED BY BGSU BAHA'I CLUB
Nov. 20 8-10 pm Moore Musical Arts Rm 1002
For further info 372 3069
Do you have a topic to ehare
with future leadere?
Apply today to speak at trie
1994 High School Leadership
Conference
Applications are available m
425 Student Services
Followers lodow Leaders lead
It's that simple Learn to become a
leader by taking charge of your learning
SOLD is now offenng individual group workshops to meet your group's needs For more
info about Outreach, please contact Brady at
41&3722843
Hey! The Philosophy Club will be bombing
University Hall this Sunday1 No. just kidding
We are. however, having a meeting this Monday, at 6:00pm in 301 Shatzel. This week's topic Jorge Luis Borges's article "Circular Rums",
and what it has to do with bombing University
Hall (My guess is, not much ) Articles can be
picked up in 328 Shatzei Think about il1
PM Eta Sigma Fall '93 InWales-Juet a reminder that dues need to be paid by Nov.
19!!
PN Eta Sigma members-Juel a reminder
that Fall Book Scholarship Application!
and Officer Applications are due Friday,
Nov. 19H
SEX ■ SEX ' SEX • SEX * SEX • SEX
Do you know the tacts about
'birth control
'disease prevention?
Come to the Safer Sex Fair in the Union
Foyer. Monday Nov 22 from 10-2 and find out'
Sponsored by Women's Reproductive Rights
Organization. Women for Women, ft Planned
Parenthood of Toiedo
Student Organization tor
Leadership Development.
Leaders of the future are the ones
who take the time to leam today.
Recognizing today's leaders ■
Student Leader of the Month
Submit all nominations to
Room 405 Student Services Bldg
For more info call Brett at 419-372 2843
We're S OLD on leadership
THE BG.SU BLOOOMOBILE IS HEREII
North East Commons
Mon.-Frl. (Nov. 15-19) 10:30-4:30pm
For Further Inlomuillon call 352-4575
Give Blood"
Give The Gill OtLlle"

What is S OLD.??
S.O.L.D. is Student Organization
lor Leadership Developmenl
providing leadership development to members
of student organizations at BGSU. as well as
campus student leaders
For more Into, please contact the office of Student Activities A Orientation at 419-372-2843
or stop by Room 405 Student Services

PERSONALS

" DR RICHARD WEAVER'S LAST LECTURE!!
TONIGHT--9PM-1007 BAA
YOU D0N7 WANT TO MISS THIS"
Brought to you by Alpha Lambda Delta

Alpha Lambda Delta Presents
Dr. Richard WMV.I1
Last Lecture:
S.H-Di sc Ipnns A Key lo Quality
Productivity and Happiness
TONIGHT-9pm-1007 BAA

! Campus Expressions t
This Thursday. Nov 18, the Racism Reduction Center hosts Campus Expressions
Help to reduce racism to the point of extinction
through knowledge It all starts at 9pm in the
Bowl *N Greenery.
si Spnng Break' Panama C-ty1 8 Days Oceanview Room With A Kitchen) Si 19> Great LocaDonl Walk To Bars' Includes Discount Card"
Hurryi Prices Increase
12/151
1 800 676 6386
*1 Spring Break Bahamas Parry Cruise S27916
Days* Includes 12 Meals A All Taxes1 This is a
HUGE Party! Great Beaches ft N.ghtlilei Hurryi
Pnces Increase 12/10H-800678-6386

HUNGER AWARENESS WEEK
Day of Fast
Break the fast tonight at St Thomas More
Coffee House
Soup and Bread -6 30 pm
Entertainment - 7 00 pm

lfl1!ATBRAL?TNTrffsTu^TISN^
WOMEN'S 3 PLAYER BASKETBALL EN
TRIES DUE NOV 18; MEN'S ft WOMEN'S
TRACK ft FIELD ENTRIES DUE - DEC. 1. ALL
ENTRIES DUE IN 130FIELD HOUSE BY 400
PM ON DUE DATE

DZDZDZ DZDZDZ
DZ Li! Jenny Anderson,
Roses are Red.

Violets are Blue.
This week is almost over,
And you (amity cam wait to greet you
Love, Big??'
DZDZDZ DZDZDZ
DZ DZ LIL RUTHANN DZ DZ
Hold on tight
We're a BigyLtl pair
that's out of sight
Love. Big???
DZ Jen Myers DZ
Lii Jen, can't wait 'or you to see me1
SURPRISE"!
Tuns of hjn is soon to come'
DZ LOVE and MINE
your BIG"
DZ Jen Myers DZ
DZ Jen Sevan DZ
It's coming soon just wait and see
I'm so e*oied your a part of my family
Big til night, it'll be oh so fun
and then you will know that I am the one
Love,
Your B*g"
DZ Jen Severt DZ
DZ Laura Campbell DZ
I'm glad you're my tittle we'll have a blastYour
DZ Family you will know at last
Big/lii day is drawing near
Get excited cause it will soon be here
Love.
Your &g"
DZ Laura Campbell DZ
DeitaZeta Lil' Molly
I know you1 Do you know me7
We're the best family m all of Dee Zee1
With you as my little
I could riovor go wrong'
Don't You Hate This Stupid Song"
Love. Big""

DELTA ZETA BIG'LIL' DELTA ZETA
LIL'DEBBIE HOW
I can't wait until you know who I am
Youll be very surpnsedl
Get excited)
I LOVE MY LIL'"

MQ?
DELTA ZETA BIG'LIL' DE LTA ZETA
BIG/LIL' Dee Zee BIG/LIL'
Lil'Michelle Phillip
Roses are Pink,
Turtles are Green,
I'm excited for you to know.
That I LOVE YOU SO'
BIG?
BIG LIL' Dee Zee BIG/LIL'

We'll have lots of fun
You just wait and see
Well be the best B g L >: m BG
Love. Big?
DZ LII Anna DZ

HEYBGSU:
I've gained so much from STEP 1, You can too1
Join Us> Applications are available m 310 Student Services -B.T.

DZ Lit Danielle DZ
Roses are Pmk
Turtles are Green
Soon you DZ Big wil be seen'
Welcome \i the family.
DZ love and mire,
?Your Big'

ARE YOU CONSIDERING NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE FOR NEXT YEAR?
If you have been to an 'Info' session
Come to a "2nd Step" Meeong on either:
Thursday, November 18th at 2:30pm. 115 BA
or
Fnday. November 19th at 1 30pm. 115 BA
Call Co-op Program for questions 2-2451.

'"Gamma Phi Bela Balloon Sale "*
November 15 - November 18
Math Science and Education Buildings
i balloon • S-75
3 balloons $1 75
5 balloons -$2 75
8 balloons - $3 75
10 balloons - (4 50
Bouquets must be delivered to same person.
Delivery will be on Saturday, Nov. 20.
■" Gamma Phi Beta Balloon Sale"*
ADOPTION Happily married couple wishes to
become parents Will offer lots of love,
laughter, security, and a bnght future. Call
Theresa and Sal ANYTIME at i -800-736-2761

oooooooooooooooooo
Till ■ \ CHI
Orion, Rudy, Jeremy. Chris.
Aoron, ond Chod
flier saddle up for Sofurdoy.
It'll be the best nighr
you've ever hod!

OUTLAWED '93
With handcuffs, bondonas,
spurs, ond guns
fou berrer come decked our
Cause your DG dores ore
gonno show you whor fun
is oil obour.
Love yo!
Lucio, Collie. Kotie,
Michele, Sreph, 6 Amy

DELTA GAMMA

oooooooooooooooooc

I need a roomale A SAP Please call Jody
at 353 94 05
Non-smoking female roommate, own room,
free heat and hot water. Prefer older or grad
student. Please call 352-5471. leave message.

Dear Bob.
What is the UAA Eitem Eipenence?

Not going to Dec Graduation ceremony?
Please give me your tickets Call me at
353-4601 after 5 00pm weekdays

Read the next a
Bob
'* THE UAA EXTERN EXPERIENCE "
Application deadline extended to Nov. 19th lor
the Jcnuary program. Pick up applications and
info at Career Planning A Placement Services
360 Student Services, 371 BA, and the Mien
Alumni Center. Call 372-6849 for more mlo.
• FUZZIE FLAG FOOTBALL TEAM The senors would like to thank this year's team
for a great season and also wish you the best
of Luck next year. Thanks for the memories
Love, Katy, Megan, Christen.
Danica. & Shelby
' FUZZIE FLAG FOOTBALL TEAM'
• PHI KAPPA PSI * PHI KAPPA PSI *
Put down the books and grab a date'
Meet at the house at 9:45 tonight
A well party till dawn's early light'
LIVE EVER! DIE NEVER!
PHI KAPPA PSI...
DELTA GAMMA
Thank you so much for my gift. You donl know
how much it means to me It was the most speoal gift you could have given tome It's the little
things like this that show me what sisterhood is
all about.
Thanks Again I love you all"1
LITB Melissa
Looking to do some Holiday shopping? On
Nov. 30 - Dec. 2 there will be a Holiday Craft
Fair in the Lenhart Ballroom Don't miss oul on
these great handmade gifts tor the Holiday
season. Brought to you by those holiday minded people in the UAO. Call 2-2343 tor more intormapon.
M.T MUGGS
Join us tor the Michigan vs. Ohio State football
game. Also enjoy our Turkey Dinner Special:
turkey, mashed potatoes, corn, gravy, roll, and
a piece of pumpkin pie for $5 50'
NEW AT THE GREEK MART...
10% OFF all Cavaliers ft officer dangleeeveryday new styles of T-shirts 5.95
"XL Athletics" fraternity ft sorority
T-shirts sorority gift bags larger selection
of paddlee ft supplies embroidered sorority
hats and more' Stop by' 119 E. Court, located
by Spots 353-0901
NOW IS THE TIME TOOUIT SMOKING'
Participate in the Great American Smokeout
Union Foyer Nov 174 18 for more info.

DZ Lil Jen C. DZ
I can't wait lor you to see
How special our B .g'L ■> bond will be
I hope you are as exoted as me.
Love. Your Big
DZLII Jen C. DZ
DZLilJodiManzekDZ
Welcome to the family!
Do you know who your Big could be?
Formal will be so much fun,
When you know that I'm the one1
DZ love and mine,
'Your Big?
DZ Melanle Drabik DZ
HEY LIL'1 Pretty soon youll know who I am.
Hang in there! Cuz. well have lots of fun'
DZLOVE AND MINE.
Bk3?'
D/Melanle DrablkDZ
AZD * AZD * AZD ' A7D' AZD
FUZZIE FOOTBALL COACHES *
Todd, Dean, Eric & Draper
Thank you for your "YnsdorTT
and your encouragement
You can't win email'
Love. The Alpha Xi's
* FUZZIE FOOTBALL COACHES *
AZD * AZD' AZD * AZD' AZD

1

KKG' KKG ' KKG * KKG
Get psyched lor chapter Sunday night!
Our new location will be outta sight.
Check Friday's ad
Causeif you miss chapter, you'll be sad.
KKG * KKG " KKG * KKG
DTD - DELTA TAU DELTA - DTD
Just m case you forgot.
Delta Tau Delta
1979, 1980, 1981, 1983, 1984, 19*5, 1986,
1900, - AND HOST RECENTLY 1993
ALL-SPORTS CHAMPIONS
The brothers wish to congratulate
themselves on this accomplishment
DTD - DELTA TAU DELTA - DTD

Roommate to share apartment m BG with 2
female students (419)668 6677.
Rooms tor rent in new house approx. 1 mle
from BGSU Prefer older student or prol. person Call for more mfo. Price negotiable. Call
354-6117.
Sublease needed for Spnng "94.
Call 3546709
Subleaser needed for Spring Sem. 1994
$l85/mo Sixth St Nice house, own room.
353-8207

HELP WANTED
$700vwk. cannery workers. $4000/mo deckhands Alaska fishing industry now hiring for
next summer 11,000 openings No exp
necessary. Free rm ft bd. These jobs go fast'
Employment. Alaska 1 206 323 2672.
ACTIVITIES DIRECTOR
Need a summber job'
Donl wait till the last minute'
Yogi Bear's Jeliystone Camp Resort is looking
for 2 creative, outgoing persons to coordinate
and direct activities for a family camping facility. We are located near Aurora, Ohio just 5
miles from Sea World of Ohio. Expenenced is
preferred, but not necessary Living facilities
are available Males or lemales are encouraged to apply Interviewing will be done at the
Resort II interested, send your resume to:
jBr!ystone Camp Resort
3392 SR 82
Mantua. Ohio 44255
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

fisher

Many earn $2,000*/mo in canneries or
$3.000-$6.000*/mo. on fishing vessels
Many employers provide room ft board and
transportation Over 8.000 openings No
experience necessary! Male or Female Get
the necessary head start on next smmer. For
more information call'
1-208-545-4155 ext. A5544

PHI KAPPA PSI * PHI KAPPA PSI
It's time to grab a date A have some fun'
Meet at the house at 9 45 lonighii"

GREEKS! CLUBS!
STUDENT GROUPS'
Raise as Much aa You
Want In One Week!
$100...$600...S1500!
Market Applications for Citibank
VISA MCI, SEARS, AMOCO etc
Call for yourf REE T-SHIRT and to
qualify for FREE TRIP to MTV
SPRING BREAK'94.
Call 1 -800-932-0528, ail. 85
Help Wanted
10 40 hours/wk, flexible
schedule. Openings throughout Ohio
$9 OOstarting pay 866-1726.

WOMENFOR WOMEN
Are you fed up with police msensitjvtty?
If so, come join us march to demand more sensitivity concerning issues of assault and rape,
as well as tor more police security in BG Meet
in Union Oval tonight at 9 30 pm lo march to
police station Any supporters welcome

WANTED

1 or 2 people needed to sublease t bdrm apt.
close to campus 352-5215.
1-2 non-smoking fern housemates needed lor
Spring Sem
One block from campus.
$12S-lS0»uPI Call 3723460.
1 -2 non-smoking, easy-going, fun, responsible
female roommates needed for spnng semester. Apartment overlooking campus Cheap.
Please call 352-7560.

2 suWeasers needed Spring '94
Court. $181 25/mo. 352-5747.

Columbia

Female Subleaser needed for Spnng '94.
$700/semester (negotiable). For more
information call: 353-1230
Female subleaser needed 1/94-8/94.
Huge room in spacious home, i mile from
campus. Utii. inet, furnish aval, Jan. pd.
$220/mo $190 deposit 3S? 4090. Jackie
Help' My mom's going to kil me
if I donl gel more tickets for
* December Graduation *
Will happ.iy pay $ Call 353-4326
Help' One or two subleesers needed tor Spnng
'94 Very close to campus Cheap rent. All utilities paid. Furnished. Call Nikkj 354-5412.

198? Ods Omega
Good local car Runs well but needs work
$300 OBO. Call 354 6600 (leave message)
1986 Prymoufh Tunsmo Good body, runs
good New battery $800 OBO Call Sally.
352-0093
20" Mi Bike, Paramount, very sharp
$450 Neg Call Randy 354-3917
84 Ford E scort Wagon $ i ,200
Tnp tickets, tor use anytime
2Bahamas $500. t Cancun$250 353-1732
DENON DCC 9770 CAR CD PLAYER. ROSSIGNAL EOUIPE EP skis with LOOK RACING
BINDINGS. NORDICA BOOTS size 10 1/2
men, PIONEER SPEAKERS 120 wan. ft
BROWN LEATHER COAT
All items in
EXCELLENT condition ft RELATIVELY new
Can Soan 353 0661
Moving Sale
Mountan Bike. Cast Iron Weights and Weight
Bench, Stereo, End Tables, Rocking Chair,
Sofa Bed. Bookshelves, Books, more. Everything must go' Slop by 2M E Napoleon Rd
#220(anytime alter 4 pm).
Quality Car Audio
New A Used Equipment
(i.e. Headuniis, Speakers, amps, etc )
Sales Rep (Brad - 352-9413)

FOR RENT
1 & 2 bdrm apis available now and Spnng
semester Wmrh'op Terrace Apts 352 9135.
1 bedroom apartments Free water and sewer.
114 N Main. 228 S College Contact Newlove
Renlals al 328 S Main Our only office
352-5820
1 bedroom apartment
Sublease lor Spring
353 0116
2 bedroom apartments at 709 Fifth St and 824
Sixth St Contact Newlove Rentals at 328 S
Mam Our only otlice 35? 56PO

Wanted individual with building A construction
experience to assist local individual with
several small construction products $8 00.hr
Fiemplehrs Call 352 2492

2-4 Subteasers needed for 2 bedroom apt.
PetHlloworl Jan May Ca.l 353 8804.

LIFEGUARDS
Get your summer job lined up now1
Lifeguards • all shifts - $4.50/hr
Possible Head Guard-salary based on exp.
If interested, contact:
JELLYSTONE CAMP RESORT
3392 SR 82
Mantua. Ohio 44255
(near Sea World ol Ohio)

PART-TIME STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
Are you looking tor part-time employment of 15
hours plus per week within walking distance to
BGSU campus? Interested in working various unskilled jobs in assembly, packaging,
etc.? Rate of pay is $4.25 per hour. Apply m
person between the hours of 9:00 am and 5O0
pm- (Monday Friday) at:
Advanced Specialty Products. Inc.
426 Clough Street
Bowling Green. Ohio 43402
Professional couple needs reliable ohildcare in
our Perrysburg township home. As available
now A 3 to 4 days a week next semester.
Transportation required. 1-874-2147.

1 -2 Sublease'& for Spnng '94
$300 % 150vmonth, pay electnc onlyClose to campus, large, AC. pets allowed.
Security Call 353-3919. Leave message

01 Aweeome Spring Breaks! Plan Early •
n Save $50 A Get Beat Rooma! Prices Increase 12/15! Bahamaa Cruise 6 days with
12 meals $279' Panama City Room w
kitchen $129! Cancun from Columbus $439,
Jamaica $459, Padre $199, Key West $239,
Daytona kitchens $149! 1-800-878-6386,

HELP WANTED

Now hinng delivery persons
Apply between 2-4 pm, M-F
Di Benedetto's 1432 E.Wooster
No phone calls

1 non-smoking female subleaser needed for
Spnng "94. Close to campus- $180/mo- plus
utilities. Price negotiable. Call 352-8825.

The BG News
needs an expenenced typist/ proof reader
to typeset classified advertising
Spring^/Thurs ftFn'syHam- 2pm
"•REQUIREMENTS***
Computer expenence - accurate A speedy
Proficient speller A proofreader
Call 372-2601 lor more mfo

FOR SALE

FREE TRIPS AND MONEY!! Individuals and
Student Organizations wanted to promote the
Hottest Spnng Break Destinations, call the nation's leader. Inter-Campus Programs
1-800-327-6013

Sigma Kappa "'CHAD ALLISON
Thanks for being such an awesome
football coachi We couldn't have do no
it without youi Love, Your team
Sigma Kappa — CHAD ALLISON

SPOTS NEEDS YOU'
Mr. Spots is now hinng part-time in house
workers A drivers Apply in person. M-F, 1-7
pm, 125E Court St

SuWeaser's needed for Spring Semester, i
bedroom apt Free shuttle to campus, pool,
tree heat Call 353 3410 after 2 30 pm

PAT:
You've done a terntfic job with Campus Expressions' You've got the best STEP
Icommittee Let's hope for a great mix of peopie to apply tor your awesome group -B.T.

SlgKap'StgKap'SigKap
Congratulations on getting 2nd
place in sorority intramural
football' You guys are awesome'
Love, Your sisters
SlgKap-SigKap-S(gKap

Earn $1.000 per week at home stuffing envelopes' For information, please send long self
addressed stamped envelope to CJ Enterprises. Box 67068K. Cuyahoga Falls, OH
44222.

Waitresses needed tor immediate openings.
Top pay. Be a cut above.
DejaVu 531 0329

Floor workers A bartenders to start immediately. Apply in person Mon. through Fn 9 pm
•10 30 pm Uptown/Downtown.

SHERLETTE:
Glad we met m STEP 1 From peer listening to
PR, is there anything we haven't learned about
alcohol and other drug abuse preventon CHRISTINA

Earn cash stuffing envelopes at home
All materials provided. Send SASE to
P.O Box 395. Ola the. KS 66051

Subleaser needed:
1 non-smoking female roommate needed
All utilities paid. Call 353-0004

PAM:
Special Activities is awesome' STEP 1
wouldn't be the same without your committee
So many people would learn so much from
STEP1
II they only joined ue!-B.T.

DZ Lil Anna DZ

Having a dance? Need a DJ?
T-N-T Productions Professional DJ's
Prices negotiable 354-6190.

Alpha XI Delta * Alpha XI Delia
The lucky Alpha Xi's who kve m the house
would like to thank our House Director, KELLY
, for making us a very yummy breakfast It
made the day of JAILBREAK all the better!
Love, The Alpha Xl'a
Alpha XI Delta' Alpha XI Delta

!fi

DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ
Li) Laura Ellis
I can't wait Oil you will see
What an awesome big/ill pair well be
Hope you're as eicited as me1
Love. Your Big
DZDZDZ DZDZDZ

KKG'KAPPA* KKG
Congratulations
Officer of the Week Jen Reed
Student of the Week: Stao Dodds
KKG'KAPPA*KKG

Experience, insight, contacts, travel, tun. They
are ai part of the UAA Extern Expenence.
Leam what it can do for you. Pick up info ft applications at: 371 BA. 360 Student Services.
The Milen Alumni Center or call 372-6849 for
more info.

CAMPUS TANNING
Fail Specials dose to campus 6 beds
First visit Free 352-7889

Dear Carol,
DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ
DZLiI Vanessa.
You've gathered almost all of you loot.
I hope you haven't been a big brut
Not too much longer.
And you'll be part of my group (family).
Love. Big?"
DZ DZDZDZ DZDZDZ

RIDES
I need a ride to Roch. NY Nov 23 or 22 or Buffalo area. Call Julie 2-5870

2% ol the leaders are born
98% are taught

DZDZDZ
LilJoy.
Roses are Red,
Turtles are Green.
Soon the best biQ-lil pair
m BG will be seen
DZ love and mine.
Big?

RESEARCH ASSISTANT.
Department of Biological Sciences.
Under the direction of Or. Carmen F. Floravantl. responsibilities and technical duties will
entail ceil tractronaDon. enzymatic assays.
protein isolation and characterization, antibody
preparation, etc. Qualifications B.S or the
equivalent in Biology or Chemistry required
Background in Biochemistry or Cell Biology
preferred. FuH-ome position supported by an
NIH grant and is renewable annually based on
performance Excellent fringe benefits package and the opportunity for tuition free courses
available. To Apply submit letter of application,
resume, and 3 names, addresses and telephone numbers of professional references
postmarked by December 1, 1993 to Personnel Services (Search M-065). Bowling Green
State University. Bowling Green, OH 43403.
BGSU is an EEGvAA em plover 'educator
Childcare • full time or jobe share in BG home
lor 6 mo old 354-3294

2 bedroom apartments available lor Spring
Semester Call 352-9302

3 bedroom house al 441 N. Enterpnse Contact
Newlove Rentals at 328 S. Main. Our only ol'ice 352-5620
3 bedroom upstairs apt. downtown.
3S4-1612or352 7628
7th St. one bedroom efficiency.
Stove, relrig All util ind $325
Ca t 474 5344
APARTMENT FOR SUBLEASE • Two large
bedrooms, walk-in closet, kitchen, living room.
good location, pets are possible, sublease lor
Spnng Sem Call Bob at 3534902 or
3728562.
Carty Rental! — 3534325
Single room lor male student
Available now through Graduation plus
$l80/month including utilities.
Ouplei lor rent at 530 E. Merry. 3 bedroom.
Limit 4 people Available now through May 7.
'94 RentlSOOrmo . util (negotiable) Deposit (500. Call John Newlove Real Estate
3542260
For Renl
Duplex, adjacent lo campus
3524000
FURNISHED-18DRM
APT ONE-HALF
BLOCK FROM CAMPUSi AVAIL SPRING
SEMESTER DON'T PASS THIS ONE UPI
CALL 153-8616.
Male Roommate Warned. Haven House Apis.
Aval, immediately until end of 2nd semester.
Call Brian at 354-3211 or Aaron al (313)
6755604
Now renting brand new 2 8 3 bedroom apts. In
Bowling Green, Oho. Rent starts al $399-455.
Central A/C. carpeted, appliances included.
Some handicap accessible units available For
more in'ormaion. please call Debbie al
352-5987.
Spaoous 2 bdrm. apt. for rent Jen 1st. Deck.
A/C. pool, spa S365/mo 353-4103.
SDp in for our 1994 1995 brochures Newlove
Rentals 328 S Main Our only office.
352-5620
Subleaser 1 bdrm. apt. available in Dec. A/C
and util included $380.353-1732

Come help keep the home win streak alive!
seeeen s«gniMi. reeewwn, rape*. wr**>*sn

Do you want to kick the habit of smoking? Survival kits can make n easier. Pick one up in the
UrvonFoyefNov 17 418 from 10-2
DONT BE LEFT IN THE COLD THIS YEAR!
SPRING BREAK SALE III
Book your trip by Dee. 4 fort he
guaranteed beat rooms A price*I
Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas, Deytona
Pane/nan City 8 South Padre Island
Sun Spleeh Tours
1-SO0-42sV7710

EVERYBODY WINSI

FAN APPRECIATION OAYI
FREE SomMlar o\ Tuition to on* lucky iludeni!
FREE Subway MltdWlehM to firtt 1000 BGSU trtudfmtal
FREE American Alrllnea AIRFARE FOR 2 so on« lucky lull
FREE Hoek»y of Baikelfaell ttckel lo Ural 5000 paying Hn«|

TICKETS
372-2762

